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Abstract-Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radio channel
sounders commonly employ time-division multiplexing (TDM)
techniques to switch between the elements of the transmit
and receive antenna arrays. However, phase noise of the local
oscillators in the transmitter and the receiver of a TDM MIMO
channel sounder can significantly affect the accuracy of estimates
of relevant channel parameters, such as the channel capacity
and the parameters of propagation paths. In this paper we
derive a new SAGE algorithm for path parameter estimation
that compensates for the effect of phase noise. Monte Carlo
simulations show that the new algorithm always outperforms
the traditional SAGE algorithm [21, 131 and that it is able to
practically mitigate this effect, provided the phase noise variance
is below a certain threshold. The general conclusion is that the
new SAGE algorithm is able to compensate for the effect of
phase noise in practical channel sounding equipments, provided
the used sounding sequences are sufficiently short. Further
investigations are needed to quantitatively assess the relationship
between the maximum duration of the used sounding sequences
and the short-term statistics of phase noise for this compensation
to be effective.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-resolution SAGE algorithm [1], which provides
an iterative approximation of the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimator has been initially applied to channel parameter
estimation in MIMO channel sounding [2], [3]. Most advanced
MIMO radio channel sounders employ the time division
multiplexing (TDM) technique for data acquisition since it
saves hardware cost and reduces the effort of system cali-
bration procedure. Nonetheless, recently published theoretical
investigations show that phase noise in the local oscillators at
the transmitter and the receiver of channel sounders can cause
significant errors in the estimation of key channel parameters,
like the channel capacity [4], [5] and the parameters char-
acterizing multipath components [6]. In these works, phase
noise is assumed to be a white process and a random walk
process respectively. These assumptions however deviates to
a more of less extent from the real features of phase noise, as
for instance observed from measurements. For the estimation
of the above parameters, the short-term behaviour of phase
noise is critical, i.e. the behaviour of phase noise within
one measurement cycle when all sub-channels of the MIMO
channel are sounded once. Experimental evidence shows that
within this time scale consecutive phase noise samples are
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Fig. 1. TDM MIMO channel sounding.

correlated, due to the finite bandwidth ofthe filters in the phase
locked loop oscillators in the TX and RX of the sounding
equipment. This correlation strongly affects the performance
of channel parameter estimates [7].

In this paper, we propose a new SAGE algorithm, which is
derived for a signal model incorporating the effect of phase
noise and therefore inherently accounts and compensates for
this effect. We compare the behaviour and performance of the
new scheme with the traditional SAGE algorithm [2],[3] in
synthetic narrowband one-path and two-path scenarios in the
presence of phase noise.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the signal model for TDM channel sounding in the
presence of phase noise. A SAGE algorithm is derived based
on this model to estimate the DOD, the DOA and the Doppler
frequency in Section II. Section III analyzes the performance
of the new scheme in the above scenarios. Finally, Section IV
concludes the paper.

II SIGNAL MODEL FOR TDM CHANNEL SOUNDING

The TDM switched MIMO chalinel sounder is equipped
with switches at both the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)
as illustrated in Fig 1L The electromagnetic waves propagate
along L different paths from the MI transmit antennas to the
V receive antennas.
We consider narrowband transmission, implying that the

product ofthe signal bandwidth times the channel delay spread
is much smaller than one. Following [2] the sounding signal
u (t) consists of a periodically repeated burst signal ui(t) of
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I Ta- Q2,6 T, v, and af denote respectively the DOD, the DOA,
the propagation delay, the Doppler frequency, and the complex
weight of the ftti path. A direction is characterized by a unit

2 j---------------------------------m] 0 Mvector Q anchored at a given reference point. The vector Q
is uniquely determined by its spherical coordinates (, 0) c

T-F) x [0 ,r] according to the relation
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Fig. 2. Timinlg structure of TDM sounding.

duration T, i.e.
00

u (t) = us (t - 11i ).
1=0

The burst signal is of the form

K-1

us (t) = ap (t -kTp),
ko

Q = [cos( ) sin (0), sin( ) sin (0), cos(0)]

IThe coordinates aiid 0 are respectively the azimuth and
the co-elevation of Q. The responses of the transmit and
receive arrays to a wave impinging from direction Q are

denoted by c((Q) = 'cl,,(Q), .... .,c1(Q)] and c2(Q) =

C2,1(Q) .C2,N(Q)], respectively. The signal component
S(O ) C CN Ix in (4) is given by

(1) S(Of) = [s (ti; Of) , s (t; 0) * * * , S (tI; Of)] (5)

where

(2)

with [aO,...,gaKy] denoting one period of a pseudo-noise
(PN) sequence of length K and p (t) standing for the shaping
pulse, whose duration Tp is related to T, according to TI =

K1' . As depicted in Fig. 2 the signal u (t) is applied by means

of Switch 1 successively at the input of each element of Array
1 during a period Tt
At the Rx the switch is activated as depicted in the same

figure. The outputs of the elements of Array 2 are successively
scanned, each during a period I'. During one measurement
cycle each receive antenna element is scanned once, while each
transmit antenna element is active once. The interval between
two successive scans is TI = 21'. The guard interval I'
accounts for the switching time as well as any related transient
effects [8].

Referring to Fig. 2 the beginning of the interval when the
antenna element pair (n, m) is switched in the ith cycle is

timn,m (- ) + (n

+ (mT 2 )Tt

2
r

(3)

s (ti; O ()= 1s(ti10),;Of) ,s (ti NiiOf), *.

S (ti, l Of;o): * * *: S (ti,N,;-1 of)]T7
(6)

with

S (ti nm Of)

ar exp 27tirf}n,m C2,n (Q,) C,m( f)

(7)

Finally, w in (4) denotes matrix-valued complex white Gaus-
sian noise with component variance ur2.
Due to phase noise caused by the local oscillators in

the Tx and the Rx of the MIMO channel sounder each
signal term in (4) is modulated by a phasor with ar-

gument depending on phase noise sampled at the corre-

sponding signaling time. Let us define the phasor matrix
exp (j), where exp is the element-wise exponential, S=

(t ), ., S°p(ti), . . . op (ti)] and

(8)

with IT denoting one cycle duration and I being the total
number of cycles. The time reference t -0 is selected
to be the center of gravity of the total observation range
corresponding to the I measurement cycles.

Following [8], in the case without phase noise the output
signal of the receive array can be written as the NMx
matrix

L

= X S(Of) + W.

f=1

(4)

In (4) the vector Of = [1,f 92, , ,ca] embodies the
te ch t*h f pth ath fi 1paramneters characterizing thet path. More specifically, Ql,f,

With this definition the output signal of the receive antenna
array in the presence of phase noise can be expressed as

L

Y- s(Of) oexp( )+w (9)

where denotes the Hadamard product. Approximating the
term exp (j o) in (10) by its 1 st order Taylor expansion yields

L

Y s (0T, [1 + j9X] + W. (10)
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III. PARAMETER ESTIMATION USING THE SAGE
ALGORITHM

We resort to the SAGE algorithm as a low complexity
method to approximate the maximum-likelihood estimates of
the parameters Oe, f = 1, . ., L in (4). In the sequel we keep
the same terminology as used in [1] and [2]. We select

Xf = s (0t) O [1 + j9] +w', f = mod(i, L) (11)

as the hidden data in the ith iteration. Here, we E cNA x I

are independent matrix-valued complex white Gaussian noises
with component variance uE2 / = fT2,. The nonnegative

parameters f, f = 1, ...,L satisfy L
I /3 = 1. We

assume that the phase noise covariance matrix Rq =
E K(p-E [p]) ( -jE[O])T and the noise variance c72 are

known. The parameter subset associated with the hidden-data
Xe in (I 1) is selected to be Oe It can be shown that the prob-
ability density functions f (y x , Of) and f (x 10) are Gaus-
sian with expectation E s (6O,) and s (0e) respectively and

covariance matrices r s (0O;) sH (0f o RSo + a I

and Ex, (0O) s (0o) sH (0o)] o Rqp + 72 /I respectively.
Therefore, the selected hidden-data in (I1) is admissible for
the estimation of Oe in the sense defined in [1].

In the expectation (E-) step of the ith iteration, the so-called
Q function of 0O conditioned on the observation Y y and
assuming a guess 0 -1 for the parameter vector 0

Q-(oe; 0[i-1]) J 1oojjxt0l 0t 1l],
f(xf IY = y; 0-])dxe (12)

is computed. In (12) Oe denotes the complement of O in 0
Inserting

f (x;,, ) 1

(TF) IEXe (0e)
exp {- (Xt _S (of))H E-1 (of) (Xe- s (of)) ,

Xf~~~~~~13

in (12) yields after some straightforward algebraic manipula-
tions

(t O [i-)]YVt A,~ tf E-1z(0\ (E "

'(o
yyl \ le (of

[ij1 -1
[-1 H [i-H]

_l-1(of [i1]i
+ UXt IY ( t;0 )Xe IY (O'i )

+
H

{ (0t) E-i (0f) X/ I 0[ ]

+ 2R s Xe vJl_ty\X'

-0.02 -0.015 -0.01 -0.005 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.~02
Doppler freq-eny [MHz]

Fig. 3 Norrnalized Q-function (12) for the Doppler frequency of (1) the
traditional SAGE algorithin without phase noise (continuous line), (2) the
traditional SAGE algorithrm with phase noise (dash-dot line), and (3) the new
SAGE algorithm with phase noise (dash line).

where

A(of) = log (7T)N [S (of) SH (of)] o R<;o

O-%
, II ),

,2x iy (,;6f[i1]) =S 6,) + E yf6([i1]
L
ZESoh[i- )
f=/

Ewith [i- ]) y

with

Sy 0 [i- 1]Eyy(Q~])

Ex[y(Ofi-1])

L

[EZS(Q[
<=1
+ C72i,

)SH(O)i-l])] R

L

=[S(O[i 1]) E s(O[i_1])u
w=w

+E[W'W H]1 (1L5)
Note that Q(0e; OL-'l ) in (14) reduces to the form derived in
[1] when Rio 0. In the Maximization (M-) step of the i"'
iteration, the estimate Ofji] of 0O is computed to be

0 i = argmrax {Q (Of -0 1' }
0

(16)

The maximization operation in (16) is simplified by splitting
the joint optimization with respect to O in separate one-
dimensional coordinate-wise optimizations as described in L2].

Iv. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN SYNTHETIC
CHANNELS

We investigate the performance of the proposed SAGE
algorithm for the narrowband case, i.e. where the propagation
delay cannot be resolved. A one-path scenario and a two-path
scenario with horizzontal-only propagation are considered in
this study. The weights of the paths in terms of SNR per
path are assumed to be large enough (40 dB) so that the
effect of additive noise can be neglected. The path parameters
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TABLE I
PROPAGATION SCENARIO CONSIDERED FOR THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS.

Path Parameters 0One-Path Scenario Two-Path Scenario
SNR[dB] 40 40 40

Doppler frequen~cy [Hz] 0 0 0
Co-elevation of departure radian] wF/2 F/2 T /2
Co-elevationof arrival[radian] TF2 x12 TF2
Aziimuth of departure adian] 7r72 F2 7r4
Azimuthof arrivl[radan] T2 2

e traditional SAGE

50 -' hase-noise-compensated SAGE
30 -i

10 -- -R CRLTB / /

-10

-501
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1

Phase noise variance [rad]

-60
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1

Phase noise variance [rad]

-60
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1

Phase noise variance [rad]

Fig. 4 RIISEEs and RCLRBs for the Doppler frequency, the azimnuth of
departure, and the azimruth of arrival versus the phase noise variance in the
one-path scenario.

characterizing these scenarios are reported in Table I. We
assume that the transmit and receive arrays are uniform and
linear with M = N = 8 half-a-wavelength spaced elements.
The sounding sequence has period L = 127 and chip duration
TL = lOns. The correlation matrix R;, is computed from
the short-term correlation function of phase noise reported
in [4]. The Doppler frequency, the azimnuth of departure and
the azimuth of arrival are jointly estimated with the proposed
method, while the co-elevations of the paths are assumed to
be known.

First we present the results obtained in the one-path sce-
nario. Fig. 3 depicts the Q-functions of the Doppler frequency
for (1) the traditional SAGE algorithm [2] without phase noise,
(2) the traditional SAGE algorithm with phase noise, and (3)
the new SAGE algorithm with phase noise. It can be observed
that the Q-function in the case (2) has higher side-lobes and
a wider main-lobe than the Q-function in case (1). The width
of the main-lobe and the height of the sidelobes of the 9-
functions in case (3) are lower compared to those of the Q-
function in case (2). This observation explains why the new
SAGE algorithm outperforms the tradition SAGE algorithm in

the presence of phase noise, as the next results will show.
The root mean-square estimation errors (RMSEEs) of the

parameter estimates returned by the traditional SAGE al-
gorithm and the new proposed SAGE algorithm have been
assessed by means of Monte Carlo simulations in the presence
of phase noise. They are reported with the their respective root
CRLBs (RCRLBs) versus the phase noise variance in Fig. 4. It
can be observed that the RMSEEs increase with the variance
and that the new proposed SAGE algorithm outperforms the
traditional SAGE algorithm in terms of lower RMSEEs. When
the phase noise variance is below a certain threshold, i.e.
0.05 radian, the RMSEEs achieved with the new proposed
SAGE algorithm are close to their corresponding RCRLBs
derived in the one-path scenario. In this range the RMSEEs
obtained with the new proposed SAGE algorithm are lower by
about 10 dB compared to the corresponding RMSEEs achieved
with the traditional SAGE algorithm. Above this threshold the
performance of the estimators significantly deteriorates.

The RMSEEs for the parameters ofthe two paths in the two-
path scenario are reported in Fig. 5 (Path 1) and Fig. 6 (Path
2). We observe a slight degradation compared to the results
obtained for the one-path scenario. However, the RMSEEs
curves for both paths behave similarly to their counterpart in
the one-path scenario. In particular the new proposed SAGE
algorithm always outperforms the traditional SAGE algorithm
and the same threshold effect can be observed below which
the effect of phase noise can be almost mitigated.

Actual measured phase noise variances of the local oscilla-
tors at the transmitter and the receiver of channel sounders
lie in the range 0.02 to 0.03 radian [4], i.e. below the
above threshold. In this case, i.e. for the considered sounding
sequence, the new SAGE algorithm is able to compensate for
the effect of phase noise. More generally, the new scheme is
able to compensate for the effect of phase noise, provided the
used sounding sequence is short enough. Indeed, as we can see
in (14) and (15), the length of the sounding sequence affects
the performance of the new algorithm via the correlation ma-
trix R~. Further investigations are necessary to quantify the
relationship between the maximum duration of the sounding
sequence and the short-term statistics of phase noise for the
new SAGE algorithm to be able to operate close to the CRLBs
for the path parameters.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we proposed a new version ofthe SAGE
algorithm for path parameter estimation which compensates
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Fig.5o RMSEEs and RCLRBs for the Doppler frequenycy the azimuth of
departurerand the azinuth of arrival of the first path versus the phase noise
variance in the two-path scenario.

for the effect of phase noise. The new algorithm reduces to
the traditio uoalSAGE algorith derived in [2], wher nthe phase
noise covariance matrix vanishes.
We first contrasted the two algorithes in a narrowband one-

path scenario. The Q-functions derived in the E-steps of the
algorithms for the Doppler frequency were cornpared. The Q-
function obtained with the new SAGE algorithm exhibits a
narrower mnain lobe and lower side-lobes than those of the
Q-function computed using the traditional SAGE algorithm
in the presence of phase noise. This behaviour explains the
better behaviour of the former algorithm observed in terms
of irnproved root mean-square estimation errors (RtMSEEs)
for the path parameter estimates. The RMSEES for the path
parameters were assessed my means of Monte Carlo simu-
lations in the one-path scenario and in a two-path scenario.
The results show that the lnew SAGE algorithm always out-
performs the traditiolnal algorithrn in ternns of lower RMSEEs.
Moreover, provided the phase noise varialnce is below a certain
threshold, the RtMSEEs are close to the root Cramn r-Rao lower
bounds. The results show that for sufficient short sounding
sequences the new SAGE algorithm is able to compensate
for the effect of phase noise in practical channel sounding
equipmnents. fFurther inlvestigationls are nleeded to quanltitatively
assess the relationship between the maximum length of the
used sounding sequence and the short-term statistics of phase
noise for the new scheme to be able to operate close to the
CRLBs for the path parameters.
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